WATER      UNDER      THE      BRIDGES
Thereafter, we got on like a house on fire. I told him that I wished
that a great many more M.P.s would follow his shining example, and
I asked him whether I could help him in any way. He replied that
there were a number of points which he would like to raise with me,
but a formal visit was hardly an occasion for this, since I was probably
busy. Could he, he asked, come again at a time when I would be less
occupied? I at once invited him to tea the same afternoon and had
two hours' conversation with him which I shall never forget. His
questions about Lausanne and the situation in Turkey took up but a
small part of the time. He then switched to internal politics in
Britain, and I sat enthralled, for I was profoundly ignorant of them.
Afterwards he may have fallen a victim to vanity, that commonest
of traps for the feet of men holding great positions, but at that time
I was deeply impressed by his sincerity and straightforwardness and
his thoroughly British outlook. He stressed all the mistakes which
the Baldwin Government was making, and told me that I would see
a Labour Government in power within three months. It was then
the end of October 1923. I thought it so impossible that I could not
help laughing, but, of course, events proved him right.
After that talk he and Arnold came several times to dinner with me
at the Embassy, and I think that he was probably quite helpful to me
and my work in his contacts with the Turks. When Lindsay arrived
as Ambassador in the following February I slipped over to London for
a few days with the bag. In that first Labour Government MacDonald
was Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs as well as Prime Minister, and
when I went,to the Foreign Office, though I did not ask for an inter-
view, he insisted on seeing me as "the man who had been so kind to
him in Constantinople"! I remember his saying to me then that the
mistakes of which he had spoken to me in Constantinople were
nothing like those which Mr. Baldwin had made afterwards.
A few years later, when Labour took office for the second time,
I happened to be in London again. I was lunching with Vansittart
and went round to Downing Street, where he had his offices at that
time, to fetch him. Vansittart told me that he could not get away till
Ramsay MacDonald and his new Cabinet returned from Windsor,
whither they had gone to kiss hands. They were, however, expected
almost immediately and would I mind waiting in his room till they
had come and gone again? I said I would rather sit in the hall, in
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